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Abstract
In this paper, a novel priority assignment scheme is proposed for priority service
networks, in which each link sets its own priority threshold, namely, the lowest priority
the link is willing to support for the incoming packets without causing any congestion.
Aiming at a reliable transmission, the source then assigns each originated packet the
maximum priority value required along its path, because links may otherwise discard
the incoming packets which do not meet the corresponding priority requirements. It is
shown that if each source sends the trac at a rate that is reciprocal to the specied
highest priority, a bandwidth max-min fairness is achieved in the network. Furthermore,
if each source possesses a utility function of the available bandwidth and sends the
trac at a rate so that the associated utility is reciprocal to the highest link priority, a
utility max-min fairness is achieved. For general networks without priority services, the
resulting ow control strategy can be treated as a unied framework to achieve either
bandwidth max-min fairness or utility max-min fairness through link pricing policy.
More importantly, the utility function herein is only assumed to be strictly increasing
and does not need to satisfy the strictly concave condition, the new algorithms are thus
not only suitable for the traditional data applications with elastic trac, but are also
capable of handling real-time applications in the Future Internet.
Index Terms | Priority assignment, congestion control, utility-fair resource allocation, Qual-
ity of Service, real-time application.
1 INTRODUCTION
Today's \best eort" Internet has become a great success in providing ecient data trans-
mission services, e.g., electronic mail and web browsing, but it is not sucient to support
the increasing demand for real-time services, such as audio, video and multimedia delivery
through the network. These real-time applications usually have a strict Quality of Service
(QoS) requirement, and are sensitive to time delay and bandwidth allocated, which are gen-
erally not easy to be guaranteed in the current TCP-based Internet methodology.
To provide a more reliable transmission in the Internet, one proposed means is to clas-
sify Internet trac into priority classes and transmit priorized packets using IETF adopted
Dierentiated Services (Diserv) technology [1]. In this approach, applications (users) with
strict QoS requirements are intuitively assigned with a higher priority and therefore receive
a better and faster service than the lower priority classes during their transmission in the
network. To ensure priority services work properly, there must be a mechanism to determine
the service requirements of individual applications and assign dierent trac to the appro-
priate priority classes. Otherwise, each user may declare the highest priority for their own
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benet, and the above priority scheme would degenerate to an inecient \best eort" ser-
vice. Meanwhile, an ecient ow control scheme is required to set the individual trac rate,
preventing network congestion and packet loss, as well as achieving maximal throughput and
fair resource allocation among all dierent network users.
In order to better manage the trac in communication networks than the current TCP
does, an extensive study has been carried out in the last decade. One of the most successful
results in the congestion control and resource allocation area is the \Optimal Flow Control"
(OFC) approach initially proposed by Kelly [2]. In his seminal paper, network ow control
problem is for the rst time formulated as an optimization problem and an explicit rate ow
control algorithm is derived by solving that optimization problem via link pricing policy.
This pioneer work was further advanced by the researches for nearly all types of networks
including wired networks [3, 4, 5], wireless cellular networks [6, 7, 8], wireless ad hoc and
sensor networks [9, 10, 11, 12].
Though dierent authors may use dierent formulations and optimization methods, the
approaches are essentially the same in the literature. The main idea of OFC is, for each
network application (user), there is an associated utility function of the transmitting rate
that can be used as a measurement of application's QoS performance over the available
bandwidth. The design objective is to maximize the total QoS utilities of all users under the
link capacity constraints of the network. An OFC algorithm is then derived by solving the
optimization problem distributively, which usually consists of a link algorithm to measure
the congestion (link price) in the network and a source algorithm to adapt the transmission
rate according to congestion feedback signals.
By selecting utility as a logarithmic function, Kelly [2] shows that the OFC approach
achieves (in equilibrium) a proportional fairness for bandwidth allocation. Using the OFC
strategy, another important fairness criterion called max-min fair allocation [13] (which em-
phasizes equal sharing compared with proportional fairness) is rst studied by Mo and Wal-
rand [14]. In their work, the authors use a family of utility functions to arbitrarily closely
approximate max-min fair allocation. But the chosen utility function eventually becomes ill-
conditioned when the max-min fairness is reached, and the associated link prices at congested
links either turn to 0 or diverge to 1. Their max-min fair ow control algorithms are hence
impractical from an engineering point of view. Furthermore, in order to cope with dierent
users with dierent QoS requirements, a new criterion named utility max-min fairness is ini-
tially proposed in [15] and later on comes various bandwidth allocation algorithms [16, 17].
Particularly in [15], the links require the information of utility functions from all the traversed
sources, which makes network implementation dicult. On the other hand, Marbach [18, 19]
studies the resource allocation problem in the priority service networks, where the users are
free to choose the priority for their trac but pay the charge of priority services to the net-
work. Based on a static link pricing model via packet loss probability, Marbach shows that
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there exists an equilibrium when all the users pursue their own maximal net benet and
such equilibrium is (weighted) max-min fair for bandwidth allocations. However, he does
not propose an ecient max-min fair ow control algorithm in his papers. Before the OFC
approach was introduced, max-min fair bandwidth allocation is achieved either by means
of global information update in the network [13], or approximated by a packet scheduling
process [20]; nevertheless, the network congestion problem is not well considered.
The OFC approach not only provides an ecient and fair bandwidth allocation among
competing users, but also is used to analyze the existing congestion control protocols and
uncover the underlying working rationale of TCP. Within the OFC framework, we are able to
see that various TCP protocols are merely dierent algorithms to solve the same optimization
problem with dierent source utility functions [21]. It is further shown that, in fact, we could
map the link price and feedback notication mechanism to a physical model. If each link l
generates congestion notication randomly (either through packet dropping or ECN marking)
at a mean rate nl(t) at time t, the rate of end-to-end congestion notication is
N(t) = 1 
Y
i
(1  ni(t)):
Assuming nl(t) 1, we get approximately
N(t) 
X
i
ni(t);
which exactly corresponds to the path price calculation rule (summation of the traversing
link prices) in the OFC.
Despite great advances in optimal ow control theory and applications, there still exist
serious limitations as indicated by our previous study [22, 23].
 The OFC approach is only suitable for elastic trac attaining a strictly increasing and
concave utility function, which ensures the feasible optimal solution and convergence
of utility maximization process. It cannot deal with congestion control and resource
allocation for communication networks where real-time applications are involved.
 In the utility maximization approach, if each user selects dierent utility function based
on the real QoS requirement, the OFC approach usually leads to an extremely unfair
resource allocation for the practical use. The applications with lower demand are
usually allocated with higher bandwidth, and vice versa. This can be clearly shown by
the counter example below.
A Counter Example. Consider a single link of capacity c shared by two sources.
Source 1 attains a utility of log(x1 + 1) and source 2 attains a utility of 2 log(x2 + 1),
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where x1 and x2 are source rates, respectively. With an easy calculation, the following
bandwidth allocation is established by the utility maximization based OFC approach.
x1 =
8<:0 if c  1;c 1
3
if c > 1
(1)
x2 =
8<:c if c  1;2c+1
3
if c > 1
(2)
It is obvious that source 1 always gets bandwidth lower than c=3 and source 2 is favored
with more than 2c=3 and achieves a much higher utility. In particular, when the link
bandwidth is scarce, i.e., 0 < c  1, by the OFC approach, source 1 is totally prevented
from transmission and all the resource is granted to source 2. In the OFC literature,
source 1 is usually taken granted as a low bandwidth demander and source 2 as a high
demander, but this does not make sense from an engineering point of view. In contrast,
source 1 is really the high demander since it needs more bandwidth to achieve the same
utility performance than source 2 does.
In this paper, we will focus on the research of max-min ow control mainly from a utility
perspective, and more importantly, attempt to develop its corresponding physical model, i.e.,
priority service networks. Based on the network model, we rst propose a novel ow control
algorithm to achieve the bandwidth max-min fair resource allocation. Taking into account the
dierent QoS requirements of real-time applications, a utility max-min ow control algorithm
is then presented in the sequel. These new algorithms can also be applied directly to general
networks without priority services and can be considered as a unied framework to achieve
either bandwidth max-min fairness or utility max-min fairness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give a new model of priority services
in Section 2 and propose a max-min fair ow control algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4,
we further study the network ow control problem for utility max-min fairness. The im-
plementation issues are discussed in Section 5, where the application to general networks
without priority services is discussed. Finally, in Section 6 we present the numerical results
to illustrate the performance of the algorithms and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND LINK PRIOR-
ITY MODEL
Consider a network that consists of a set L = f1; 2; : : : ; Lg of links of capacity cl, l 2 L. The
network is shared by a set S = f1; 2; : : : ; Sg of sources. For each source s, dene Ls  L be
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a subset of links that connect source s to the destination, xs 2 [ms;Ms] be the associated
transmission rate where ms  0 is the minimum rate requirement and Ms < 1 is the
maximum rate requirement, x = [x1; x2; : : : ; xS]
T. For each link l, dene Sl = fs 2 Sjl 2 Lsg
be the set of sources that traverse link l. Note that l 2 Ls if and only if s 2 Sl.
Suppose that the network uses priority services to provide dierentiated QoS. In par-
ticular, we assume that the network supports a continuum of priorities given by the set
P = [0;1). At each link in the network, trac is served according to a strict priority rule,
i.e., priority p trac is transmitted only if all trac with priority q > p has been served, and
priority p trac is dropped due to buer overow only if there is no trac with priority q < p
left in the buer. To provide an ecient trac management in the priority service network,
the ow control mechanism should both determine the source transmission rate and assign
an appropriate priority to the associated trac.
In the general sense of dierentiated services, a user may decide the priority of the trac
depending on the QoS requirement. A more strict QoS is required, a higher priority is
assigned for better service. Although this simple priority scheme sounds reasonable, indeed
how to properly assign the priority among competing users with dierent QoS requirements
is a challenging problem. If users are allowed to freely choose the priority without any charge
of the service, naturally every user would like to increase its own benet by seeking the
highest priority available in the network, and this does nothing but degrades priority services
into a \best eort" scheme. One possible solution of this problem is to employ a network
controller, which assigns priorities to applications based on some pre-dened policies. Though
this approach can help provide tight priority control over dierent users, it is often costly
to implement, that is, it is not straightforward for the priority controller to obtain all the
necessary information regarding the QoS requirements and trac patterns of individual user
in order to make the proper decision.
In this paper, we investigate the priority services and propose a new scheme for prior-
ity assignment, as well as a ow control algorithm in the network with QoS dierentiated
services. Unlike previous work that allows users to select priorities according to their QoS
requirements, instead, we present a novel approach where links can dynamically adjust the
priority thresholds based on the congestion information in the network. The more severe the
congestion is, the higher the priority threshold is selected, and vice versa. In this case, to
guarantee the application is serviced timely and reliably, each source assigns a priority that
is equal to the maximal threshold required by the links along its path to each packet sent.
Because the priority requirement at the same time indicates the congestion status of the
network, the packet sending rate could also be adjusted by the assigned priority. The more
congested the networks is, the slower the data is sent. In this way, with a proper selection
of sending rate according to the priority assignment, we implicitly enforce an ecient ow
control and yield max-min fair resource allocation in priority service networks.
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Let us now focus on the link priority model. To make the network congestion-free, the
aggregate rate xl at each link l must not exceed the physical link capacity cl, namely,
xl =
X
s2Sl
xs  cl; 8l 2 L: (3)
In principle, if the link capacity constraints are violated, buers may eventually overow
resulting in the packet loss. In this scenario, it will be dicult for the relevant sources to
make the correct decision, i.e., whether to increase the packet priorities or to decrease the
sending rates.
The above problem is caused by a lack of explicit congestion feedback mechanism in the
network. Hence, to oer better congestion information for the sources, we introduce a new
measurement pl named \priority threshold" for each link l. It is likely to say that only the
packets with priority p  pl can be served timely by link l subject to link capacity and
congestion, and the packets with lower priority p < pl need to wait in the buer or may be
instantaneously discarded.
Suppose at time step t, each link l uses the following link algorithm to update the priority
threshold pl for the next time step t+ 1
pl(t+ 1) = [pl(t) + (x
l(t)  cl)]+ (4)
where  > 0 is a small step size, and xl(t) =
P
s2Sl xs(t) is the aggregate source rate at
link l. The projection [z]+ = maxf0; zg ensures non-negativeness of the priority threshold
at each link. Equation (4) reveals that if the aggregate source rate at link l exceeds the
link capacity cl, the priority threshold is increased, otherwise, it is decreased. The simple
intuition is that the link will raise its priority threshold when the network is congested, and
vice versa. Meanwhile, the above priority threshold pl(t) is completely self-dened and is not
related to the assigned priorities for the incoming packets. We will next study in detail how
this information can be used by the network application for both the priority assignment and
rate adjustment.
3 MAX-MIN FAIR FLOW CONTROL IN PRIORITY
SERVICES
Throughout the paper, we assume that in the network there exists an explicit congestion
information feedback mechanism (we will address the implementation issue on explicit con-
gestion feedback in Section 5) and the priority requirement pl updated by link algorithm (4)
is reachable by all the sources who use link l in their paths.
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Suppose each source s receives priority requirements pl from all the links l 2 Ls along
its path, it is reasonable to assign a priority ps to each originated packet that satises its
traversing links, such that
ps  pl; for all l 2 Ls (5)
This is equivalent to say
ps  max
l2Ls
pl (6)
indicating the priority assignment ps should full the strictest requirement, i.e., the highest
priority requirement along its path.
If the priority services are free of charge, the above information might give little help with
regard to priority assignment. Every source is inherently selsh, that is, a source will always
select the highest priority class available in order to maximize the chance of transmitting
its own packets successfully, even if a lower priority assignment could satisfy its requirement
from (6).
Because the priority requirement also implies the congestion level of each link, we suggest
that the priority assignment should not be free of charge any longer and should be further
combined with congestion control. For a reliable transmission, a high priority needs to be
assigned since links may otherwise discard the incoming packets if they do not meet the
corresponding priority requirements. However, a high priority is assigned at the expense of
sacricing transmission rate, i.e., a higher priority class is accompanied by a lower transmis-
sion rate. It may sound counter-intuitive initially, but it could be interpreted as a higher
priority is compromised by a lower bandwidth allocation, or in other words, a higher rate is
possibly achieved by a lower priority assignment but at the risk of packet loss. This policy
apparently works as it prevents sources from choosing both a high priority and a high rate,
therefore, a fair resource allocation is yielded in the network.
Consider the following rate adaption rule [22, 23, 24] when priority ps is assigned to every
packet sent by source s
xs =

1
ps
Ms
ms
(7)
where [z]ba = maxfa;minfb; zgg. Recall that the priority assignment ps must also satisfy the
requirement of (6), it is reasonable for each source s to choose the possibly lowest feasible
priority
ps = max
l2Ls
pl (8)
so as to achieve the highest rate xs in (7) for its own benet. Assuming that the minimum
resource allocation x = [m1;m2; : : : ;mS]
T is achievable in the network such that equation (3)
is satised, the distributed ow control algorithm for the priority services is summarized as
Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 | bandwidth fair max-min ow control
 Link l's algorithm: At time t = 1; 2; : : :, link l:
1. Measures the aggregate rate xl(t) that goes through link l
xl(t) =
X
s2Sl
xs(t) (9)
2. Updates a new priority requirement
pl(t+ 1) = [pl(t) + (x
l(t)  cl)]+ (10)
3. Communicates the new priority requirement pl(t+1) to all sources s 2 Sl that
traverse link l.
 Source s's algorithm: At time t = 1; 2; : : :, source s:
1. Receives from the network the highest priority requirement of the links along
its path
ps(t) = max
l2Ls
pl(t) (11)
2. Assigns the packets with a priority ps(t) and sends data at a new transmission
rate xs(t+ 1) for the next period
xs(t+ 1) =

1
ps(t)
Ms
ms
(12)
For equation (12), if the priority ps is viewed as the price paid by source s for the priority
services, it is intuitively fair to specify that each source has the same capital of \1" to purchase
the bandwidth resource. Before studying the property of Algorithm 1, we give the formal
notion of (bandwidth) max-min fairness [13] for resource allocation.
Denition 1. A bandwidth allocation x = [x1; x2; : : : ; xS]
T is (bandwidth) max-min fair, if
it is feasible (i.e. ms  xs Ms and equation (3) is satised) and for each user s, its source
rate xs cannot be increased while maintaining feasibility, without decreasing the source rate
xs0 for another user s
0 with a rate xs0  xs.
As mentioned, the max-min fairness emphasizes the equal sharing of the network resource
(the Stage 1 simulation result given in Section 6 could be viewed as a concrete example). This
denition, on the other hand, provides an alternative perspective to interpret a (bandwidth)
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max-min fair allocation, which gives the most poorly treated user (namely the user who
receives the lowest rate) the largest possible share without wasting any network resource.
Based on this, we are ready to state the main result of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1. The sequence (x(t); p(t)) generated by the Algorithm 1 will yield an max-min
fair bandwidth allocation in the network.
Proof. This theorem will be shown as a special case of Theorem 2 given in Section 4. The
proof could then be deferred upon Theorem 2.
Remark 1. It is critical to choose the parameter  which has an impact on algorithmic
convergence. Usually, larger  will make the algorithm faster to reach the stable state.
According to our earlier results shown in [23], however, it should not be chosen larger than
some positive , otherwise, the algorithm will diverge.
4 UTILITYMAX-MIN FAIRNESS FOR REAL-TIME
APPLICATIONS
For a practical network application, bandwidth allocation may be a concern, but a more
important and direct concern to an application is really the utility or QoS performance. The
utility function of an application is a measure of its QoS performance based on provided
network services such as bandwidth, transmission delay and loss ratio. In this paper, we
characterize utility in terms of allocated bandwidth, which is a common modelling approach
in the optimal ow control literature.
Back to an early paper by Shenker [25], it has been pointed out that traditional data
applications such as le transfer, electronic mail, and web browsing are rather tolerant of
throughput and time-delays. This class of applications is termed as elastic trac, and the
utility function can be described as a strictly concave function as shown in Figure 1(a). The
utility (performance) increases with bandwidth, but the marginal improvement is decreased.
It has been extensively studied in OFC literature.
In the priority service network, however, most users are real-time applications such as
audio and video delivery, which are generally delay-sensitive and have strict QoS require-
ments. Unlike elastic trac, they usually have an intrinsic bandwidth threshold because the
data generation rate is independent of network congestion. The degradation in bandwidth
may cause serious packet drops and severe performance degradation. Thus, a reasonable de-
scription of the utility is a sigmoidal-like function as shown in Figure 1(b) (solid line), which
is convex instead of concave at lower bandwidths. Certain hard real-time applications may
even require an exact step utility function as in Figure 1(b) (dashed line).
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Figure 1: Utility functions for dierent classes of applications (a) Elastic (b) Real-time (c)
Rate-adaptive (d) Stepwise.
There exists another class of real-time rate-adaptive applications which adjust the trans-
mission rate in response to network congestion [25]. At lower and higher bandwidth interval,
the marginal utility increment is small with additional bandwidth and the utility curve may
have a general shape as in Figure 1(c).
There are some applications that may take a stepwise utility function as shown in Fig-
ure 1(d). Such applications can be found in audio and video delivery systems employing a
layered encoding and transmission model [26]. For these applications, bandwidth allocation
is limited to some distinct levels. The utility is increased only when an additional level is
reached provided an increase in available bandwidths.
Consider the network ow control model formulated in Section 2, in addition, each source s
attains a non-negative QoS utility Us(xs) when it transmits at a rate xs 2 [ms;Ms], where ms
andMs are the minimum and maximum transmission rates required by source s, respectively.
The utility function Us(xs) is assumed to be continuous, strictly increasing and bounded
(not necessarily to be concave) in the interval [ms;Ms]. Without loss of generality, it can be
assumed that Us(xs) = 0 when xs < ms and Us(xs) = Us(Ms) when xs > MS.
1
When dealing with heterogeneous applications with dierent QoS requirements, it may not
be desirable for the network to simply share the bandwidth as conventional max-min fairness
does in Section 3. Instead, the network should allocate the bandwidth to the competing
users according to their dierent QoS utilities. This motivates the proposal for the criterion
of utility (weighted) max-min fairness [15, 27].
1For the scalability, it can be further assumed that 0  Us(xs)  1 and Us(Ms) = 1.
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Denition 2. A bandwidth allocation x = [x1; x2; : : : ; xS]
T is utility (weighted) max-min
fair, if it is feasible and for each user s, its utility Us(xs) cannot be increased while main-
taining feasibility, without decreasing the utility Us0(xs0) for some user s
0 with a lower utility
Us0(xs0)  Us(xs). Bandwidth max-min fair allocation is recovered with
Us(xs) = xs; s = 1; : : : ; S:
Based on the framework of Algorithm 1, the utility max-min fairness can be achieved
with a minor modication of the source algorithm.
Algorithm 2 | utility fair max-min ow control
 Link l's algorithm:
The same as in Algorithm 1.
 Source s's algorithm: At time t = 1; 2; : : :, source s:
1. Receives from the network the highest priority requirement of the links along
its path
ps(t) = max
l2Ls
pl(t) (13)
2. Sends the packets with a priority ps(t) and at a new transmission rate xs(t+1)
for the next period
xs(t+ 1) = U
 1
s
 
1
ps(t)
Us(Ms)
Us(ms)
!
(14)
where [z]ba = maxfa;minfb; zgg and U 1s () is the inverse function of Us().
By rearranging equation (14), we get
Us(xs(t+ 1)) =

1
ps(t)
Us(Ms)
Us(ms)
(15)
Compared to equation (12), at each step t, each source s now is allocated with a new band-
width xs(t + 1) such that the associated utility is reciprocal to the highest link priority
requirement to enforce utility fairness (instead of bandwidth fairness).
Similar to Theorem 1, we have the following theorem about the result of Algorithm 2.
Theorem 2. The sequence (x(t); p(t)) generated by Algorithm 2 will yield a utility max-min
fair bandwidth allocation in the network.
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Proof. The structure of the following proof involves two steps: (1) a utility max-min fair rate
allocation is uniquely existing; (2) the resulting rate allocation from Algorithm 2 is indeed
utility max-min fair.
(1) Existence and uniqueness. Given that all utility functions are continuous and in-
creasing, by Lemma 1, there exists a unique utility max-min fair rate allocation.
Lemma 1. [28] Considering a mapping U dened by
(x1;    ; xS)! (U1(x1);    ; US(xS)); (16)
if Us is continuous and increasing for all s, then U(x) is uniquely max-min achievable.
(2) Utility max-min fairness. When the algorithm reaches a stable state, denoted as
(x; p),
Us(x

s) =
8>>><>>>:
Us(ms) if p
s > 1
Us(ms)
1
ps if
1
Us(Ms)
 ps  1
Us(ms)
Us(Ms) if p
s < 1
Us(Ms)
(17)
At the stable state, the associated utility Us of source s is equal to
1
ps
 when ps
 2 [ 1
Us(Ms)
; 1
Us(ms)
],
otherwise, it attains a utility Us(ms) of the minimum rate requirement whose value is greater
than 1
ps (It cannot be decreased anymore due to QoS requirement), or a utility Us(Ms) of
the maximum rate requirement whose value is less than 1
ps
 (It needs not to be increased any
further). For the latter two cases, the source rates are already xed at their minimum and/or
maximum requirements. We then need to focus considering the resource allocation among
the sources who attain a normal utility Us =
1
ps .
Theorem 2 states that the source rate will be determined by the maximum link priority
threshold along the path. In a nutshell, each source will be bottlenecked by a particular link.
Assume at the stable state, there are K dierent link priority thresholds in the network with
p1 > p2 >    > pK 1 > pK :
We rst select the links with the highest priority requirement p1 and refer them as lp1 ,
then all the sources s 2 Slp1 which traverse links lp1 attain the same utility Us = 1=p1, which
are the smallest allocated utilities compared with others. If we apply the utility max-min
condition only to this set of sources (Slp1 ), we see that they are utility max-min fair. Because
if there is a source s 2 Slp1 that increases the utility Us by increasing its transmission rate
xs, there must be another source s
0 2 Slp1 to decrease its rate xs0 and further decrease
its utility Us0 which is previously equal to Us. In other words, no source can increase its
utility without decreasing another one's within Slp1 , which is the denition of utility max-
min fairness exactly. We now extend this argument to include sources bottlenecked by links
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with priority threshold p2.
The lp2 set of links are the links with the second highest link priority threshold p2, p1 >
p2 > pk; k 6= 1; 2. All the sources s 2 Slp2 n Slp1 which traverse link lp2 but not traverse link
lp1 have the same utility Us = 1=p2. Since we have already shown that the sources in Slp1
are utility max-min fair and the utility for the sources in Slp2 n Slp1 are equal, if there is a
source s 2 Slp2 nSlp1 that increases its rate and utility, there must be another source s0 2 Slp2
to decrease its rate which already has a lower utility Us0  Us. Thus the utility max-min
fairness holds for all the sources within Slp2 [ Slp1 .
Continuing in this manner, selecting all the links with positive priority threshold in the
order p1; p2;    ; pK 1; pK , by induction it is concluded that the entire source rate allocation
is utility max-min fair and the global fairness is achieved.
Remark 2. If we let Us = xs for all sources s 2 S, Algorithm 2 degenerates to Algorithm 1.
Therefore, we could conclude that Algorithm 1 is a special case of Algorithm 2 and the stable
state of Algorithm 1 is bandwidth max-min fair.
Remark 3. As from the ow control standpoint of view, our model emphasizes the relationship
between bandwidth allocation and QoS performance of applications. It is implicitly assumed
that as long as the application is allocated sucient bandwidth, it will be served timely
and reliably. However, especially for real-time applications, it will be more challenging to
explicitly consider the packet delay eects. One possible extension in this direction is to
follow the work suggested by [29] by dening a new utility function of source s in order to
incorporate the delay as
Us = Us(xs)  s
X
l2Ls
dl(x
l)
where dl(x
l) is the average delay incurred by a packet on link l and thus
P
l2Ls dl(x
l) is the
end-to-end average packet delay. s > 0 is some tuning parameter to reect the relative
importance of the source rate versus delay.
5 NETWORK IMPLEMENTATIONS
In this section, we discuss the implementation issues of the proposed (utility) max-min fair
ow control algorithms.
5.1 On-line Buer Measurement
When the (utility) max-min ow control algorithms reach the stable state, the aggregate
source rate at each bottleneck link will be equal to the link capacity. Since there is no mech-
anism in link algorithm to control the buer occupancy, due to the statistical process of
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packet transmission in the practical network, it will lead to serious buer overow and sig-
nicant queuing delay from the queuing theory. Hence, we make the following enhancements
to the basic link algorithm as in [23] by using well-known \on-line measurement" technique.
At time t, the buer backlog bl(t) of link l is updated automatically according to
2
bl(t) = [bl(t  1) + (xl(t)  cl)]+ (18)
in which we assume the buer size at each link is suciently large and never induces a buer
overow.
Multiplying both sides of (18) by , the step size in link algorithm (10), we have
bl(t) = [bl(t  1) + (xl(t)  cl)]+ (19)
Comparing equation (19) with (10), we yield the alternative link priority adaptation rule
based on the buer backlog information bl(t) at link l
pl(t+ 1) = bl(t) (20)
For the new link algorithm (20), the priority requirement is updated by the local buer
backlog information. It is not only much simpler than the basic algorithm (10), with the
implementation of source algorithm, but also the buer backlog at each link can be well
maintained under such a built-in close loop feedback system. Furthermore, the packet loss
due to overow is greatly avoided.
5.2 Application to the Networks without Priority Services
Even though the (utility) max-min ow control algorithm is derived by the priority ser-
vice model, it can be directly applied to the general networks and considered as a unied
framework to achieve (utility) max-min fairness.
Because the link algorithm is independent of the priority assignment in the incoming
packets, in the network where the priority service is not provided, we can treat the priority
requirement pl, adapted by (10) or (20), as the link price of link l, which indicates the network
congestion status as in the OFC literature. The source rate is the same as adjusted by the
algorithm (12) or (14), but the path price is dened as the highest link price in the path.
For instance, in the Available Bit Rate (ABR) service of ATM network, the maximal link
2Here we use a deterministic approach to estimate the buer dynamics, and assume the updating time
interval is 1. Otherwise
bl(t) = [bl(t  1) + time interval(xl(t)  cl)]+
and this only results in a weighting coecient change from  to =time interval in the new link algorithm
(20).
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Figure 2: Network topology.
price ps dened by (13) can be easily informed to the source s with the help of special Resource
Management(RM) cells. Each ATM source sends a RM cell to its destination periodically
(normally after 32 data cells are transmitted) to collect congestion information from the
network and uses this information to update the transmitting rate. In this paradigm, ATM
source can collect its path price (highest link price) through the 16 bit Explicit Rate (ER)
eld in RM cells. When a RM cell is sent by the source, its ER eld is initialized to 0. As
the RM cell circulates through the network, each link examines the ER eld and compares it
with the current link price. If its link price is greater than the value in the ER eld, the link
sets the ER eld to its current link price, otherwise keeps it unchanged. In this way, when
the RM cell reaches the destination, it contains the maximal link price along the path. The
destination then transmits the RM cell back to the source. Therefore, the source is able to
use the new link price in the ER eld to updates the source rate according to (14).
In the Future Internet, the maximum link price can be fed back to each source by the
Dierentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) [1] set in the IP harder. To support real-time
trac without disturbing current IP structure, IETF adopted a new architecture named
\Dierentiated Services" (Di-Serv), in which the rst 6 bits (with a potential for all 8 bits)
in the IPv4 ToS (Type of Service) octet and the IPv6 Trac Class octet are reserved as
Dierentiated Services Code Point (DSCP). We advocate the use of DSCP as an explicit
congestion feedback mechanism in order to provide a better solution for congestion control
and resource allocation in the Future Internet. Following that, DSCP works similarly to the
ER eld of the RM cell in ATM network.
6 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND SIMULATION RE-
SULTS
Consider the network topology as shown in Figure 2, consisting of 4 links L1 to L4, each with
a capacity of 15 Mbps and shared by 8 sources S1 to S8. S1, S2, S3 and S4 traverse link L1,
L2, L3 and L4 respectively, S5 traverses L1 and L2, S6 traverses L2 and L3, S7 traverses L3
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Figure 3: Simulation results of bandwidth fair and utility fair max-min ow control (a) Utility
functions (b) Source rates (c) Source utilities (d) Link priorities (prices).
Table 1: Comparison of bandwidth fair and utility fair max-min ow control.
Algorithm 1: bandwidth fair Algorithm 2: utility fair
Source Bandwidth Utility Bandwidth Utility
S1 7.5000 0.7500 7.2750 0.7275
S2 3.7500 0.3750 5.7274 0.5727
S3 3.7500 0.3750 3.8998 0.3900
S4 7.5000 0.7500 5.4474 0.5447
S5 3.7500 0.6498 2.9487 0.5727
S6 3.7500 0.6498 1.5476 0.3900
S7 3.7500 0.0759 4.7763 0.3900
S8 3.7500 0.0759 4.7763 0.3900
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and L4, and S8 traverses all the four links.
Their utilities are shown in Figure 3(a), in which S1 to S4 attain the same linear utility
0:1x, S5 and S6 are elastic trac with utility log(x + 1)= log 11, S7 and S8 are real-time
applications which have a sigmoidal-like utility 1=(1 + e 2(x 5)). All the sources have their
maximum rate requirement of 10 Mbps.
The simulation contains two stages:
 Stage 1: t = 0! 10 s, Algorithm 1 is adopted for bandwidth max-min fairness.
 Stage 2: t = 10! 20 s, Algorithm 2 is adopted for utility max-min fairness.
where the step size  = 0:005, that is, the sources and links execute their respective algorithms
iteratively every 5 ms. The simulation results are given in Figure 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d). It can
be observed that in both stages the source rates reach the stable state in less than 2 seconds,
and the stable values of bandwidth and utility are further listed in Table 1.
In Stage 1, although bandwidth max-min fairness that emphasizes the equal sharing of
bandwidth is achieved, it does not always make sense especially towards real-time applica-
tions. Particularly in this case, given the bandwidth allocated to S7 and S8 (x7 = x8 =
3:7500), their associated utility is even less that 0.1 (U7 = U8 = 0:0759) that is far than su-
cient and meaningful to the users. It indeed motivates the utility max-min fairness criterion
to deal with heterogeneous applications.
In Stage 2, the associated utilities of all the sources are U = (0.7275, 0.5727, 0.3900,
0.5447, 0.5727, 0.3900, 0.3900, 0.3900), which can be veried through the computation to
be utility max-min fair, and the link priority thresholds (prices) are p = (1.3746, 1.7460,
2.5642. 1.8357). In details, S3, S6, S7 and S8 achieve the lowest utility of 0.3900 due to
the highest link priority of 2.5642 at bottleneck L3 they all traverse. S4 achieves the second
lowest utility of 0.5447 due to the second highest link priority of 1.8357 at L4. S2 and S5
share the bottleneck L2 with the link priority of 1.7460 and achieve the same utility of 0.5727.
S1 attains the highest utility of 0.7275 due to the lowest link priority at L1. This conrms
that the priority assignment scheme with ow control algorithm given in this paper works
eectively and results in an ecient utility max-min fair resource allocation among heteroge-
neous applications. Compared to Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 involves additional computation
to inverse the utility functions when calculating the source transmission rates. In both cases,
their utility functions may not need to satisfy the critical strictly concave condition that is
required by the standard OFC approach.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new priority assignment scheme for priority service networks and
a distributed ow control algorithm is developed to achieve the (utility) max-min fairness
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among dierent users. Although the algorithm is derived based on the priority service model,
it can be also deployed in the general networks where no priority services are provided. Indeed,
it is a unied framework to achieve either bandwidth max-min fairness or utility max-min
fairness through link pricing policy.
For the traditional max-min fair approaches, it is usually the links that attempt to make
bandwidth allocation for dierent users based on global information. Whereas in our method,
each link updates the priority requirement (link price) only according to the congestion
situation in the network, and it is the sources that adjust their rates automatically according
to the maximum priority requirement (highest link price) along their paths.
The max-min fair ow control algorithm proposed in this paper merely requires that the
source utility function is positive, strictly increasing and bounded over bandwidth, and does
not require the strictly concave condition that is stipulated by the standard OFC approach.
Therefore, our new algorithms are not only suitable for traditional elastic data trac, but
are also capable of providing an ecient ow control and resource allocation strategy for
real-time applications in the Future Internet.
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